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eration of ;religio\)s leaders interpret American societyfor theircongregations.They have also inspired
efforts aimed at the long-term reconstruction of American institutions, including congregationsand
universities.
Throughout a five-decade career as a scholar, cultural critic,
public intellectual and civic sermonizer, Bellah has exhibited cleareyed realism. His sharp accounting
of the acute costsof cultural trends
has sometimesbeen marked with a
tone of declension,often misinterpreted as a nostalgic cultural conservatism. But Bellah's realism has
consistently been .leavenedwith a
dose of theologically grounded
hope that the Spirit is at work beneath the surfaceof sociallife. This
has produced two key emphasesin.
his writing.
First, Bellah'srealism about the
scale of American power and the
global responsibility that comes
with that power combineswith his
hope for abetter future to produce
in some recent writings a positive
view of the global mission of the
United States. This view that the
U .5. has a democratic mission to
the world is widely contested,
given the misadventuresof the current administration, and the resulting costs in human blood and national .legitimacy. But what is the
alternative ? Properly understood
and circumscribed by a healthy respect for other peoples and for
human rights, commitment to a
democratic mission in the world
might still make sense.
Second, despite its prophetic
tone, Bellah's writing consistently
looks toward a future in which the
most authentic liberating currents
of recent cultural trends might
combine with democratic and biblical strands of America's past to
become the vanguard of 11new future. Such an outcome would require far deeper cultural reconstruction than a simple changing
of the guard in the nation's capital.
A long-term project to link cultural
reconstruction to thorough reform
of our political economy would be
necessary.

O

N A SPECTACULAR autumn day in the American Southwest, 25
clergy and faculty from a variety of religious traditions and intellectual disciplines gathered over a shared meal at a public university
to reflect together on key challenges facing citizens and faith communities in the United States.. The discussion was part of:1 project called
Nexus: Religion in the Public University. Nexus seeks to bridge the chasms
between faith and reason, between university and congregation, between
diverse faith traditions, and between faculty and clergy. As Robert Bellah argues, these chasms are artificial and- unnecessary, and they corrode American culture and undermine the :1bility of congregations and universities to
address the challenges of the 21stcentury.
On the day of the Nexus meeting, religious l~aders from Presbyterian,
Methodist, Lutheran, Mennonite, Roman Catholic, Congregationalist, Unitarian-Universalist, Byzantine Catholic, Jewish, Muslim, Sikh, Hindu and
Buddhist traditions gathered with professors of religious studies, history, sociology, philosophy, psychology, language, medicine and political science.
They first joined an audience of several hundred to hear Anouar Majid present "Saints at Odds: Islam and America in the World,"on theIun~mental
challenges facing both Islam as a faith tradition and the U .S. as a:llation.
Majid argued th:1t America's response to 9/11 continues to undennine its
status as a beacon for democratic aspirations worldwide and to erode the
precious legitimacy on which effective power must draw. But he also challenged Muslims to recognize their failure to effectively and systematically
confront the internal distortions that have helped breed terror in the name
of Islam.
After a vigorous public question-and-answer session, the religious leaders and faculty joined Majid at a private lunch sponsored by the university to
talk about the challenges he had presented to congregation and cl::l5sroom,
to preachers and teachers. This engaging discussion was one of six such encounters each year between these religious and university leaders.
On otheroOCcasionsthis group has discussed global warming, terrorism
and democracy, religion and science, globalization, the challenges to faith
amidst a materialist and hyperindividualistic culture, ethical problems relat ed to neW medical technologies, and the differing Jewish and Christian understandings of being a "chosen people."
Religious leaders and university teachers find these conversations inspir~
ing. Through the Nexus dialogues, they strive to link congregation-based
pastoral work and university-based pedagogical work to an overarching project: diagnosing the state of American society and discerning its future possibilities. The participants aim to develop a reflective and infonned interpre.tation of the context in which we live so as to better interpret the world
for and with their congregations and students.
Though Nexus was conceived locally and is funded by the Louisville
Institute, the inspiration for it came from Bellah's writings. At the core of
his work lies an understanding of society as fundamentally a conversation
about our life together-including
the rules of the game codified in law,
but just as importantly the culture we share and often take for granted. In
much of his work, Bellah has sought to consciously reconstruct American
culture by reappropri:1ting its positive threads and critiquing its destructive ones. This cultural critique has its productive expression in institutional reform, the building-upof
institutions that generate meaning, solidarity and commitment in people's lives. The Nexus conversations reflect
Bellah's project of reclaiming culture through dialogues on topics that
matter-and his belief that faith communities and universities are crucial
sites for such conversations. -RLW
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.Bellah'Welcomes all sortsofvoices into that project but insists that
"religion is the key to culture." Pastors and religious scholars are crucjal to rebuilding the U .8. after the
catastrophe of the. present period:
by rebuilding and reinvigorating
our faith communities and religious
traditions, we can lay the groundwork for an American role ina global future that reflects God'swill for
humanity.
8
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